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		If you’re reading this book, you’re probably a web designer who has heard of Drupal,
		wants to get started with it, and may have even tried it out a couple of times. And you
		might be frustrated because even if you’re used to code, Drupal has thrown you a major
		learning curve that you hadn’t expected. And just when you think you’ve gotten a basic
		site together, now you have to figure out how to make it look right—and the whole
		process starts over again.

	
		Yep, I’ve been there too. That’s why I wrote this book.

	
		This book is for the solo site builder or small team that’s itching to do interesting things
		with Drupal, but needs a bit of help understanding how to set up a successful Drupal
		project. It’s for the designer who knows HTML and CSS, but doesn’t want to have to
		learn how to speak developer in order to parse Drupal documentation. Most importantly,
		this book is for those who want to use Drupal to make their vision a reality, but
		need help working their minds around the way that Drupal handles design challenges.

	
		Itching to build interesting projects with Drupal, but confused by the way it handles design challenges? This concise guide helps small teams and solo website designers understand how Drupal works by demonstrating the ways it outputs content. You’ll learn how to manage Drupal’s output, design around it, and then turn your design into a theme.

	
		In the second of three volumes on Drupal design, award-winning designer Dani Nordin takes you beyond basic site planning and teaches you key strategies for working with themes, layouts, and wireframes. Discover how to use Drupal to make your vision a reality, instead of getting distracted by the system’s project and code management details.

		
			Learn strategies for sketching, wireframing, and designing effective layouts
	
			Break down a Drupal layout to understand its basic components
	
			Understand Drupal’s theme layer, and what to look for in a base theme
	
			Work with the 960 grid system to facilitate efficient wireframing and theming
	
			Manage Drupal markup, including the code generated by the powerful Views module
	
			Use LessCSS to organize CSS and help you theme your site more efficiently
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Applied Microsoft Analysis Services 2005: And Microsoft Business Intelligence PlatformPrologika Press, 2005
Knowledge is power! As its name suggests, the promise of Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services 2005 is to promote better data analytics by giving information workers the right tool to analyze consistent, timely, and reliable data. Empowered with Analysis Services and Microsoft Business Intelligence Platform, you are well positioned to solve the...
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Object-Oriented Design HeuristicsAddison Wesley, 1996
Upon completion of an object-oriented design, you are faced with a troubling question: "Is it good, bad, or somewhere in between?" Seasoned experts often answer this question by subjecting the design to a subconscious list of guidelines based on their years of experience. Experienced developer Arthur J. Riel has captured this elusive,...
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Start with Why: How Great Leaders Inspire Everyone to Take ActionPortfolio Hardcover, 2009


	This book is about a naturally occurring pattern, a way of thinking,

	acting and communicating that gives some leaders the ability to

	inspire those around them. Although these "natural-born leaders"

	may have come into the world with a predisposition to inspire, the

	ability is not reserved for them exclusively. We can...
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Unix Unleashed/Book and CDSams Publishing, 1994
Given life by Turing Award winning Bell Labs computer scientist Ken Thompson at Murray Hill, N.J., in August 1969, UNIX spent its early years as a research curiosity. When I met up with Unix in the summer of '82, however, it already possessed the one characteristic that destined it to dominate a major chunk of the world's market for operating...
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Liquid Crystals Beyond Displays: Chemistry, Physics, and ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The chemistry, physics, and applications of liquid crystals beyond LCDs


	Liquid Crystals (LCs) combine order and mobility on a molecular and supramolecular level. But while these remarkable states of matter are most commonly associated with visual display technologies, they have important applications for a variety of...
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Focus on Advanced English: CAE Grammar Practice With Pull-Out KeyLongman Publishing Group, 1999
This workbook is designed to accompany "Focus on Advanced English CAE", providing thorough grammar practice, supplementary vocabulary exercises and regular progress tests. The 14 units in the workbook correspond to each unit in the parent text, providing students with further practice in the grammar and vocabulary necessary at this level....
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